1. Every attendee will receive an auction paddle and
number upon entrance.
2. There will be three different prizes for “The Auction”
throughout the night.
3. The process below will happen three times during the
night.
4. “The Auction” will start by tumbling all of the numbers
of the attendees for the event.
5. Four auction numbers will be picked for the winners of
the first round.
6. You must be present to participate in “The Auction”
7. If your number is called, walk up to the stage to
participate in “The Auction”.
8. If a number is called and no person claims the number,
the person has time until the last raffle person is selected.
If the person is not present by then, a new number will be
selected.
9. Each of the four raffle winners has the opportunity to
auction their spot in the raffle to the attendees or
continue forward in the raffle.
10. Starting with the first number selected and then so on,
the MC will ask each raffle winner for their decision.
11. If a raffle winner selects to auction their spot in the
raffle, the auctioneer will proceed in auctioning his or
her spot until the highest bid is secured.
12. Any auction in the first round will start at $20.
13. Once a raffle winner states that they want to auction
their spot, they cannot change their mind.
14. If a raffle winner chooses to auction their spot in the
raffle, after the auction is complete, the high bidder will

come up on stage and the original bidder will leave the
stage and receive the cash from the auction.
15. There will be a 10% transaction fee taken out of all
auctions.
16. After each raffle winner has had their chance to make a
decision, the raffle will continue.
17. The four raffle winners will have their numbers
tumbled.
18. Two auction numbers will be selected for the winners of
the second round.
19. The two raffle winners have the opportunity to auction
their spot in the raffle to attendees or continue forward
with the raffle.
20. Starting with the first number selected, the MC will ask
each raffle winner for their decision.
21. If a raffle winner selects to auction their spot in the
raffle, the auctioneer will proceed in auctioning his or
her spot until the highest bid is secured.
22. Any auction in the second round will start at $100.
23. After each raffle winner has had their chance to make a
decision, the raffle will continue.
24. The two raffle winners will have their numbers tumbled.
25. The Grand Prize winner will be selected.
26. The Grand Prize winner will be given the opportunity to
auction the Grand Prize off for cash or keep the Grand
Prize.
27. Any auction of the Grand Prize will start at $300.

